
Suited avatars and 
digital offices: Traders, 
bankers embrace VR
LONDON: Once the preserve of gamers, virtual
reality (VR) has been seized on by the financial sec-
tor as a way of enlivening home working for lonely
traders or isolated executives and replicating real-
world sales, networking or training events.

With 90 percent of employees at some of the
world’s biggest financial firms now working at home
due to a resurgence in coronavirus infections, more
and more companies are experimenting with VR.

Some practices could stick beyond the pandem-
ic, particularly as home working becomes more
widespread. At investment manager Fidelity
International, executives experimented with a VR
auditorium, taking questions from colleagues and
even walking up and down the aisles.

“Working from home has massively accelerated
the interest in virtual/online spaces,” said Stuart
Warner, head of technology at Fidelity International
which manages $3.3 trillion in assets.

Having internally explored VR and augmented
reality (AR) technology, which unlike VR is not fully
immersive and involves computer-generated ele-
ments being visible through a smartphone screen
for example, Fidelity now aims to trial VR with its
sales teams’ interactions with clients.

“It brings it to life a bit,” Warner said. For
London-based Ed Greig, chief disruptor at Deloitte
Digital, VR has sparked conversations with poten-
tial clients and colleagues in far-flung cities in office
get-togethers. “The other day, I was finishing a VR

meeting with somebody and as I was walking out of
their office I bumped into a person who was coming
in for another meeting and that interaction for a
couple of minutes turned into a proper business
conversation later,” Greig said.

VR can be useful not just for scheduled meetings
but also for helping ease feelings of isolation and
giving some workers the office buzz they crave and
thrive in.

Swiss bank UBS has experimented with issuing
its London-based traders with Microsoft HoloLens
smart glasses, which it says allows staff to recreate
the trading floor experience at home.

Zoom fatigue 
VR headsets allow users to see and interact with

others in the same digital room, and movements,
such as turning one’s head, correspond with how
the person’s avatar moves in the space.

Recreating the feeling of human interaction is
what has provided impetus for the VR push.
Executives say they are combating so-called Zoom
fatigue - exhaustion brought on by a daily barrage
of video conferences, meetings and messaging via
tools such as Zoom or Microsoft Teams, which have
replaced face-to-face interaction.

The hope is that virtual reality spaces will resus-
citate team spirit, especially when bringing in new
employees. Marc Bena, who leads the digital audit
business unit at PricewaterhouseCoopers UK, said:

“In a virtual environment you can hear multiple
people talking at the same time, which is different in
a zoom meeting... when you wear these headsets
you are transported into a giant room with a white-
board and office furniture and you join your other
colleagues in brainstorming ideas.”

“You can look around you and interact as if you
were in a office. That recreates the sensation of

being together.” After a virtual session he and col-
leagues had virtual drinks in another zone and could
move from table to table. 

“You could recreate exactly the same environ-
ment as if you were in the cocktail parties with your
avatar. The only downside to this is that it can get
pretty intense after a couple of hours,” he said.

A PwC study in June found participants in a vir-
tual reality workshop were three times more confi-
dent about what they had learned than those learn-
ing via traditional classrooms or even via e-learning
courses. The cost to train 13,000 executives in a
classroom at the firm is eight times more expensive
than via a virtual reality course for the same number
of people, the study found.

PwC and American Express use VRtuoso, a vir-
tual reality presentation platform, that utilizes head-
sets made by Pico Interactive for training and
boosting sales. So far, most of VR’s real-world busi-
ness applications are in medicine and retail, includ-
ing training department stores salespeople how to
deal with difficult customers. — Reuters

SEOUL: A new round of social distancing rules
took effect yesterday in the South Korean capital
of Seoul, dealing a blow to small business owners
despite brighter hopes for economic recovery
after earlier success in battling the coronavirus.
The measures range from closures of nightclubs
and karaoke bars and curbs on eating in cafes and
restaurants to fewer nighttime public transit serv-
ices and limits on religious services, weddings and
funerals for the next two weeks.

“I feel like I am left alone in the dark,” said Jung
Gong-dan, who runs a pub near the capital’s
Itaewon district, saying she has lost hope after a
ban on dining in restaurants after 9 pm.

The “emergency pause” in activity in the dense-
ly-populated capital and surrounding areas aims
to damp a resurgence in outbreaks in offices,
schools and small gatherings that have combined
to drive a third wave of infections. Asia’s fourth-
largest economy returned to growth in the third
quarter, reversing its sharpest contraction in more
than a decade, as the government pushed through
stimulus measures, and major trading partners
eased virus curbs.

The benchmark KOSPI stock index hit its all-
time high yesterday, for a dramatic gain of 83 per-
cent from its 2020 low soon after the pandemic hit
in late March, as authorities cut interest rates and
poured money into the financial system.

But the revival of financial asset prices has
shown little spillover into the real economy, as
owners of small businesses and street shops shut

down in the face of the new restrictions.
“I’m planning to launch a takeout wine sale with

discounts, which is the only way to head off a cash
crunch, given revenue drops throughout the year,”
said a wine bar owner, who runs two stores in
downtown Seoul. The owner, who asked to be
identified only by her surname, Kim, said she had
bought supplies worth 10 million won ($9,000) in
expectation of a surge in year-end reservations.

Calls for government aid
The usual bustling activity and long queues in

many of Seoul’s shopping streets and nightlife
areas was missing on Monday evening. Without
government help, said Jung, the pub owner, it
would almost be easier to shut permanently than
try to stay open under the new curbs, after large
losses incurred in the year’s earlier outbreaks.

“I hope the government will provide practical
measures to help us, because constantly suspend-
ing night operations virtually means no business,”
she added.

The government has yet to propose a new
round of stimulus measures, but on Tuesday the
main opposition party called for billions of dollars
to be diverted from next year’s budget proposal as
subsidies for those hit by the pandemic.

President Moon Jae-in apologized yesterday for
having to re-strengthen distancing measures, but
said “there is no other path” to sever infection links
and prevent greater hardship. Health authorities
have warned the current wave of infections might

be harder to limit than before, as most occurred in
the wider general community around Seoul.

The Korea Disease Control and Prevention
Agency (KDCA) reported 349 cases, as the daily
tally ticked up again after a slight drop reflecting
fewer weekend tests. Total infections stand at
31,353, with 510 deaths.

Young people voiced frustration and disap-
pointment at the latest rules, but many supported
stronger action. “It is stifling, and so sad that we
have to take risks just going outside and meeting
someone, but it’s the right thing to do and hopeful-
ly we’ll be able to go back to normal soon,” said
university student Shin Jong-hyun, 29. — Reuters
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A man walks in an empty shopping district in Seoul yesterday.— Reuters 

Carbon pricing 
rises as world’s 
weapon of choice 
LONDON/BRUSSELS: Can you put a price
on pollution? Some of the world’s biggest
economies are doing just that as they wrestle
with how to make good on grand pledges to
tame planet-warming emissions. Matters are
coming to a head.

China, Japan and South Korea have all fol-
lowed the European Union in pledging to cut
emissions to “net zero” in recent weeks, where
they release only as much as they remove from
the air. US President-elect Joe Biden made the
same promise in his election campaign.

Next year they are set to lay out the first
practical measures to meet these targets, as
part of commitments under the Paris climate
accord, and putting a price on carbon will be
front and center, experts told Reuters. “Each
country will have to come up with its own path
to reaching net zero, but the expectation is
carbon pricing is going to be a very important
part,” said Wendy Hughes, Carbon Markets
and Innovation Manager at the World Bank.

The principle is simple: a carbon price
establishes how much companies need to pay
for their emissions. The higher the price, the
greater the incentive to pollute less and invest
in low-carbon technology. Governments can
force these payments through a carbon tax - a
levy companies must pay when they pollute -
or through an emissions-trading system (ETS).

An ETS sets a maximum cap on the amount
of emissions that a sector, or group of sectors,
can produce. It creates “carbon permits” for
those emissions, which companies can buy for
each ton of CO2 they emit. Many countries,
from Europe and South Korea, to China and
Kazakhstan have already launched schemes, of
various scope. See FACTBOX:

More than fifth of global emissions are cov-
ered by 46 national carbon-pricing schemes
operating today or in the planning stage, as
well as 32 regional systems within countries,
according to the World Bank.

The biggest of those - the EU carbon mar-
ket - is preparing for a major overhaul.

Since the European system was launched in
2005, emissions from participating power
plants and factories have dropped by 35 per-
cent - a sharper drop than seen in sectors not
covered by the scheme.  “The ETS has proven
its efficiency,” said Frans Timmermans, head of
EU climate policy. “The ETS shows how car-
bon pricing is a strong driver for immediate
change in energy consumption.”

Price balancing act 
In the power sector, the scheme helped

make coal plants uneconomic, compared with
less-polluting gas plants or renewables. But
the trick for these markets is to get the carbon
price right. If it’s too low, there’s little incentive
for companies to rein in emissions; too high,
and risk knee-capping industry.

The EU, seeking steeper emissions reduc-
tions to meet its new 2030 climate targets, will
propose to expand and reform its ETS from
next year. The changes would involve including
more sectors, such as shipping, and curbing
the free permits given to EU industry to help it
compete with overseas companies that don’t
pay carbon costs.The carbon price - currently
at around 27 euros price per ton of CO2 -
needs to hit levels that push industry toward
investing in emissions-cutting technologies like
hydrogen, analysts say. — Reuters

‘Alone in the dark’: S Korea’s small 
industry reels from new virus curbs

KOSPI stock index hit its all-time high after rate cut

KIB announces
appointments
KUWAIT: As part of the bank’s ongoing and
comprehensive strategic plans to invest in its
human capital, Kuwait International Bank (KIB)
recently announced the appointment of two high-
caliber General Managers after having obtained
the necessary approvals from the Central Bank of
Kuwait (CBK).

KIB has appointed Jassem Al-Abdulhadi as
General Manager of the Bank’s Real Estate
Department, after having served as Assistant
General Manager and Acting General Manager of
the same department. Al-Abdulhadi has played an
integral role in supervising the operational and
strategic functions of his department, in addition to
leading his team in developing innovative banking
solutions tailored to suit customers’ needs. The
bank has also appointed Mohamed Khadiri as
General Manager of International Banking and
Large Corporate Department, following his previ-
ous position as Deputy General Manager and
Acting General Manager of the department, where
he has been instrumental in growing the Bank’s

international banking function and corporate
banking capabilities. 

On this occasion, Raed Jawad Bukhamseen, Vice
Chairman and CEO of KIB, lauded the impressive
track records of both Al-Abdulhadi and Khadiri,
noting that both managers have amassed extensive
and valuable experience in multiple areas of the
banking industry. “We wish them both well in their
new positions and have full confidence in their
abilities to continue to play an active role in shap-
ing and realizing the Bank’s forward-thinking
strategies,” he added.

Bukhamseen further noted: “At KIB, we are
proud of our outstanding human capital whose pri-

mary focus is constantly directed towards serving
customers and achieving the Bank’s goals. For that
reason, we are highly geared towards investing in
the capabilities and talents of our ambitious human
resources and are keen to provide intensive training
courses aimed at boosting their professional per-
formance, in addition to leveraging high-potential
employees for promotion to senior management
positions in line with their expertise, as we strongly
believe in the power of putting the right person at
the right place.”

It serves to note that Al-Abdulhadi had joined
KIB team in 1997 and has been overseeing the
strategic and operational functions of the Real
Estate Department over the past few years. He has
led his team in the efforts to develop innovative
banking solutions that are uniquely tailored to meet
client needs. He is renowned for being an experi-
enced and seasoned banker who has built his career
at KIB, with extensive experience in corporate
finance, particularly in the field of Real Estate. 

Equally seasoned, Khadiri joined the KIB’s exec-
utive management team in 2016 as Deputy General
Manager of Commercial Banking and Head of
International Banking with more than 21 years of
experience in corporate and investment banking
and a career that spans multiple markets in the
United States, the Middle East and North Africa. 

Jassem Al-Abdulhadi Mohamed Khadiri

A visitor wears virtual reality glasses during the
Websummit in Lisbon, Portugal. — Reuters

Boeing, Boeing, 
gone! BA sells off 
jumbo memorabilia
LONDON: British Airways on Monday announced
the sale of items from its retired Boeing 747 fleet for
frustrated fliers to recreate the airline experience in
the comfort of their own home.

Branded crockery, plates, trays, tea cups, cham-
pagne flutes, blankets, hot towels, slippers and even
catering trolleys are among the items up for grabs

in the online sale. BA director of brand and cus-
tomer experience Carolina Martinoli called it an
“incredible one-off opportunity for people to bring
the magic of flying with British Airways in to their
own homes”. The flag carrier has been badly hit by
the global coronavirus pandemic. It is cutting
13,000 jobs-about one-third of its workforce-and
operating about one-quarter of its schedule.

Parent company IAG, which also owns Spanish
carrier Iberia, on October 30 dived into a net loss of
1.76 billion euros in the third quarter as the COVID-
19 crisis crushed demand for global air travel.

The result compared with net profit of 1.0 billion
euros a year earlier. BA recently retired its 31
Boeing 747 “Jumbo Jet” fleet as traffic dwindled and
it switched to aircraft that used less fuel. — AFP

British Airways recently retired its 31 Boeing 747 “Jumbo
Jet” fleet as traffic dwindled and it switched to aircraft
that used less fuel. — AFP


